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Rank n Geometries with Affine Hyperplanes and 
Dual Affine Point Residues 
LAURENCE VAN NYPELSEER 
This paper extends to any rank n a previous classification result [4, 5], on rank 3 geometries 
with affine planes and dual affine point residues. 
Let r be a rank n incidence geometry of points, lines, ... , hyperplanes, the hyperplanes of 
which are affine spaces, the point residues of which are dual affine spaces and which satisfies 
Axiom [A]: any two points of r are incident with at most one line. 
Such a geometry is necessarily isomorphic to the incidence structure obtained from any 
n-dimensional affine space A either by deleting a point and all subspaces of A incident with that 
point or by deleting a direction of lines and all subspaces of A parallel to that direction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let r be a rank n incidence geometry (n ~ 4), assumed to be residually connected 
and firm in the sense of Buekenhout ([1]); we will call i-spaces its elements of type i, 
the elements of type 0, 1, 2 or n - 1 being respectively the points, lines, planes and 
hyperplanes of r. The incidence is denoted by an asterisk. Suppose that r admits the 
following Buekenhout diagram: 
~ ... ~ 
o 1 2 n-3 n-2 n-l 
where AI means affine plane, Af* dual affine plane and a single edge projective plane. 
Such a geometry will be called here an (AI, ... , Af*)-geometry. Note that, since r 
is connected and has connected residues, r is strongly connected. 
As the geometries having the diagram 
~ ... O--O 
o 2 k-2 k-l 
are locally projective k-dimensionallinear spaces with affine planes, by [1] and [2] they 
are k-dimensional affine spaces; so r is such that the i-spaces incident with a given 
k -space (i < k) are the i -spaces of a k -dimensional affine space. In particular, each 
k-space (k ~ 2) is a linear space. 
Symmetrically, the i-spaces incident with a given k-space (k < i) are the (i - k -1)-
spaces of a (n -1- k)-dimensional dual affine space. Furthermore, in the residue of a 
k-space, any j-space (j < k) is incident with any i-space (i > k). 
Furthermore we shall suppose that r satisfies the following axiom: 
[A] any two points of r are incident with at most one line. 
The aim of the present paper is to classify any connected (AI, ... , Af*)-geometry of 
rank n satisfying [A]. In order to state the theorem, let us describe the examples. 
2. EXAMPLES AND MAIN RESULT 
The following examples are immediate generalizations of the 3-dimensional ex-
amples. Consider any n-dimensional affine space A(n) (possibly infinite). 
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(1) Let 0 be a point of A(n). We will denote by Ao(n) the geometry the points of 
which are the points of A(n) that are different from 0, and the i-spaces of which are the 
i-dimensional spaces of A(n) not on O. 
(2) Let D be a direction of lines of A(n), defined by a point 00 in the projective 
space at infinity of A(n). We will denote by Aoo(n) the geometry the points of which are 
the points of A(n), the lines of which are the lines of A(n) not in D, and the i-spaces 
(i> 1) of which the i-dimensional subspaces of A(n) not parallel to D. 
Note that a common description can be given for these geometries: they are derived 
from a projective space by deleting a point and an hyperplane and all varieties incident 
with either. Ax,(n) arises when the point and the hyperplane are incident and Ao(n) 
when they are not. 
Clearly, Ao(n) and A oo(n) are (Af, ... , Af*)-geometries satisfying Axiom [A]. 
(3) by taking the quotient of Ao(n) by a dilatation ll' of center 0, we obtain an 
(Af, ... , Af*)-geomery the i-spaces of which are the orbits of ll' on the i-spaces of 
Ao( n ), the incidence being induced by the incidence of Ao( n ); as the images of any 
element of Ao(n) by the dilatations do not intersect, the residue of an orbit of ll' is 
isomorphic to the residue of any of its elements. Therefore, the quotient has the same 
diagram as Ao(n). 
(4) Similarly, the quotient of Aoo(n) by a translation of direction 00 gives rise to an 
(Af, ... , Af*)-geometry. 
THEOREM. Let r be a connected rank n (Af, .. . , Af*)-geometry satisfying [A]. 
Then r is isomorphic to one of the geometries Ao(n) and A oo(n). 
It is easy to see that Examples (3) and (4) do not satisfy Axiom [A). Therefore this 
axiom is necessary. 
Note that this result is a minor contribution to Hughes' conjecture ([3]). This 
conjecture is concerned with a class of semi-symmetric designs, the structure of which 
induced on a block is a Hadamard 3-design. This includes geometries with diagram: 
c ~ . o.-.:-o--o----~ 
I 2 2 I 
Such a semi-symmetric design would necessarily be the complement of the Hadamard 
2-design of the points and hyperplanes of PG(n, 2). And it is easy to see that such a 
Hadamard 2-design is isomorphic to the geometry Ao(n) obtained from an affine space 
of order 2. So, in this particular case, the conjecture is proved. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND NOTATION 
PROPOSITION 1. If r is an (Af, ... , Af*)-geometry satisfying [A), then r is 
isomorphic to the geometry of all points of r provided with the sets of O-shadows of all 
elements of r, ordered by inclusion. 
PROOF. r having a linear diagram, if two elements are incident then there is an 
inclusion between their O-shadows. 
Reciprocally, we will show now that if the O-shadow of an element A is included in 
the O-shadow of an element B then A is incident to B. If A or B is a point there is 
nothing to prove. So assume that A and B are elements of type different from O. Let a 
and b be two points of a line I incident to A . By linearity of the residue of B and by 
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Axiom [A), as a and b are incident to B, I is incident to B. So any line incident to A is 
incident to B. In particular, any line on a point p of A is incident to B. As the residue 
of p is a dual affine space, that implies that A is incident to B. 
Note that if i is the type of A and j the type of B, necessarily i ~j. So if A and B 
have the same O-shadow then i = j, A is incident to B and so A and B are the same 
element. 0 
From now on, r will always denote an (Af, ... , Af*)-geometry satisfying [A). Due 
to Proposition 1, we may now use expressions such as 'a point belongs to a line', 'a line 
is contained in a plane', and so on. We will say that two distinct points a and b of rare 
adjacent (denoted by -) if there is a line of r on a and b. This line (denoted by ab) is 
unique if [A) is satisfied. The non-adjacency relation is denoted by 7-. Note that a 
point is always assumed to be non-adjacent to itself. 
Let us now examine the residue r" of a point p of r. The i-spaces of rthrough pare 
tne (i - I)-spaces of r", which is a dual affine space; it is obtained from an 
(n - I)-dimensional projective space P(r,,) by deleting a point x and all subspaces 
through x. 
DEFINITION. The set S;(p) of points of r" incident to a given i-dimensional deleted 
subspace of P(r,,) will be called an imaginary i-space of r". This set S;(p), provided 
with all j-spaces of r contained in it, is an i-dimensional dual affine space. 
Obviously, given an i-space E of r", there is a unique (i + I)-dimensional subspace 
of p(rp) containing E and x. This yields: 
LEMMA 1. Any i-space E of r" (i < n - 2) is contained in a unique imaginary 
(i + I)-space, denoted by S(E). 
COROLLARY 1. Let E be. an i-space of r", S(E) the imaginary (i + I)-space through E 
and a a point of r" not in E. The following three conditions are equivalent: 
(a) There is no (i + I)-space of r" containing E and a. 
(b) S(E) contains a. 
(c) There is an i-space of S(E) through a. 
(The equivalence between (a) and (b) comes from Lemma 1 and from the definition 
of the imaginary spaces; (b) is obviously equivalent to (c).) 
We shall now state a global property of r. 
LEMMA 2. 7- is an equivalence relation. 
PROOF. We have to prove the transitivity of the relation. Let a, band c be three 
points of r and assume that a 7- c, c 7- b and a-b. Consider any plane lC on the line 
abo As in [5), we show that p 7- c for every point p of lC not on the line abo 
If p - c, then the lines pa, pb and pc are three points of r" (p - a and p - b because 
p, a and b are in lC). As a 7- c, there is no plane of r that contains pa and pc. Thus pa 
and pc are not collinear in r". Similarly, pb is not collinear with pc. From corollary 1 
«a) ~ (b» we deduce that pa, pb and pc are in the unique imaginary line of r" through 
pc. However, pa and pb are in a same line of T,,-the plane lC. That contradicts 
Corollary 1 «b)~(a». Thus p 7-C, and c is adjacent to no point of lC\ab. Applying 
the same argument to the three points a, p and c, with a - p, a 7- c and p 7- c, we 
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conclude that c is adjacent to no point of :Ir (we shall denote this fact by c 7-- :Ir). Now 
let x be an arbitrary point of r. We shall prove that c 7-- x, which is impossible, and so 
the lemma will be proved. Since ris strongly connected, there exists a path of incident 
planes and lines 
:Ir = :lro * 10 * :Ir I * ... * :Ir; * I; * ... * :Irs 
such that x E :Irs. We have seen that c 7-- :lro; in particular, c is adjacent to no point of 10 , 
By applying the same argument to the line 10 and the plane :irIon 10, we obtain c 7-- :lri . 
After a finite number of steps, the process yields c 7-- :Irs, and so c 7-- x. 
NOTATION. Let p be a point of r. 
(i) The equivalence class of p for 7-- will be called the class of p and denoted by C(p). 
(ii) If S;(p) is an imaginary i-space of r;, we will denote by 9';(p) the union of C(p) 
and of the O-shadows of the lines of r that belong to S;(p) in r;. The sets 9';(p) will be 
called ideal spaces of r. 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We need the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 3. Let p be a point of r, S;(p) an imaginary i-space of r; and [/;(p) defined 
as above. If p' E f:I;(p) and p' - p, then there is an imaginary i-space S; (p') of r;,. such 
that 9';(p) = Y; (p'). 
PROOF. The line pp' being a point of S;(p), there is an (i - 1 )-space E of S;(p) that 
containspp' (by Corollary 1, (b)::} (c)). In r;,., let S;(p') be the imaginary i-space that 
contains E. We shall show that Y;(p') = 9';(p). Let q be a point of Y;(p'). If q 7-- p, 
then q E C(p) c f:I;(p); if q E E, obviously q E 9';(p). So assume now that q - p and 
q It E. If q - p', by Corollary 1, (b)::} (a), there is no i-space of r;,. containing E and 
the line p' q; if q 7-- p' obviously no i-space of r;,. contains p and q. So, in both cases, 
there is no (i + 1 )-space of r that contains E and q (otherwise it would contain p', p 
and q). Thus, in r;, there is no i-space containing E and pq and so pq is in S;(p) (by 
Corollary 1, (b)::} (a)). We conclude that q E f:I;(p). As any point of Y;(p') is in 
9';(p), Y;(p')cf:l;(p). Symmetrically, Y:(p')=:J9';(p), and the lemma is proved. 0 
COROLLARY 2. If two points of a line I are in f:I;(p), then all point of I are in f:I;(p). 
COROLLARY 3. If three non-collinear points of a plane :Ir are in 9';(p) then all points 
of:lr are in 9';(p). 
PROOF. Let a, band c determine a plane :Ir, with a, b, c E f:I;(p), and let dE:Ir. We 
can always assume that b - p and c - p. Also, assume that d - p (otherwise there is 
nothing to prove). Clearly, 9';(p) = Y;(c) (by Lemma 3) and a, b E Y;(c). Hence, as 
ca, cb and cd form a line in r;, we have d EY;(C), and dE f:I;(p) follows. 
LEMMA 4. The geometry of points, lines and planes of any ideal spaces [/2(P) is an 
(Af, Af*)-geometry in the sense of [4,5]. 
PROOF. Since all planes of r are affine planes, it is sufficient to prove that the 
residue in Y2(p) of any point q is a dual affine plane. By Lemma 3, there exists some 
ideal space Y~(q) such that Y 2(p) = Y~(q). Furthermore, the lines and planes of Y~(q) 
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through q are, by definition, the points and lines of an imaginary 2-space of Tq. Since 
this 2-space is a dual affine plane, the residue of q in Y;(q) is a dual affine plane. 
Hence, the lemma is proved. 0 
Thus, by [4], :/z(p) is isomorphic to Ao or A"" obtained from a 3-dimensional affine 
space A. Note that the deleted lines of A are exactly the non-adjacency classes of 
:/z(p), and the deleted planes of A are the sets of points YI (p) included in :/2(P). In 
fact, we shall prove that all Yz(p) have the same structure. 
LEMMA 5. The ideal spaces Yz(p) are either all isomorphic to A o, or all isomorphic 
to A",. 
PROOF. If some Yz(p) is isomorphic to A o, then any ideal space YI(p) included in 
Yz(p) is an affine plane minus one point. Thus any ideal space Y;(p) containing :/1 (p) 
is isomorphic to Ao. Constructing a chain of pairwise incident ideal spaces through p, 
we conclude that all ideal spaces Yz(p) through p are isomorphic to Ao. Consequently, 
if q is a point of r adjacent with p, then all ideal spaces Yz( q) through q are isomorphic 
to Ao. Since any point p' of r is adjacent with p or with q (by Lemma 2), the ideal 
spaces :/z(p') are all isomorphic to Ao. The lemma is proved. 0 
We shall now embed r into a geometry t, which will be the desired (n + 1)-
dimensional affine space. 
DEFINITION. Let t be the geometry defined as follows: 
(i) If the Yz(p) are isomorphic to A o, then the O-elements of t are the points of r 
together with an ideal point e. If the Yz(p) are isomorphic to A"" then the O-elements 
of t are the points of r. 
(ii) The I-elements of t are the lines of r and the classes C(p) of points of r (called 
ideal lines of t). 
(iii) The i-elements of t (i ;;a: 2) are the i-spaces of r and the sets :/(i-I)(P) of points of 
r (called ideal spaces of t). 
(iv) The incidence between elements of t is the inclusion between the corresponding 
sets of points of r, except that the ideal point e is declared to be incident with all ideal 
elements of t. 
Note first that the diagram of t is linear: indeed, the inclusion is a transitive relation, 
and the incidence I defined on the ideal point e satisfies eIA c B ~ eIB for any 
elements A and B of t. 
By definition, the residue in t of a point p is a dual affine space completed with all 
its imaginary subspaces and with a point (the ideal line C(p» incident with all 
imaginary subspaces: it is a projective space. Consequently, the residue of any line of t 
is a projective space. Furthermore, as was shown above, the ideal 3-spacesof tare Ao 
or A ", geometries completed with all their ideal 0-, 1- and 2-spaces: they are 
3-dimensional affine spaces. 
LEMMA 6. The residue of the ideal point e is connected. 
PROOF. Let II and Iz be two ideal lines. We will show that II and Iz are included in 
an ideal space. 
Let a be a point of 11 and b a point of 12 • There exists a line ab of rthrough a and b. 
In t, there is an imaginary i-space Sj(a) on abo Y;(a) contains ab and 11 . As 
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Y;(a) = 9';(b), 9'i(a) contains 12. So 9'i(a) contains II and 12 and the two lines are in a 
same ideal space. 0 
We conclude that t has the following diagram: 
~ ... O--O 
o 1 2 n-2 n-l 
Hence t is a locally projective n-dimensional linear space with affine planes. Thus, by 
[1] and [2], t is an n-dimensional affine space; and r is obtained by deleting from t 
either one point 0 and all the elements through 0 (the ideal elements), or a direction D 
of parallel lines and the elements parallel to D. 
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